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A CRUCIAL LINK
Local Peace Committees and National Peacebuilding

Andries Odendaal

“Exploring the connection between peacebuilding at the government and local levels, A Crucial Link: Local Peace Committees and National Peacebuilding underscores the importance of understanding that peace processes are multilayered, complex, and cut across all levels of society. A valuable addition to course reading lists, this volume rightly emphasizes the need for grassroots ownership of peacebuilding processes and provides examples of successes, where governments, NGOs, and local entities have collaborated for greater overall effectiveness.”

—Landon Hancock, Center for Applied Conflict Management, Kent State University

In places as diverse as South Africa, Northern Ireland, and Nepal, negotiators of national peace plans have for years sanctioned the creation of local peace committees (LPCs) to address community-level sources of grievance and thereby to build peace from the bottom up. Peace practitioners working with LPCs around the globe have operated in the hope that such a robust peace infrastructure that facilitates collaboration between all sectors and levels of society, including government, would finally bring lasting peace to societies entrenched in conflict.

Yet LPCs themselves and their contribution to larger peacebuilding efforts have to date been poorly understood and little analyzed. In A Crucial Link: Local Peace Committees and National Peacebuilding, longtime practitioner Andries Odendaal engages in the first comparative study of LPCs and asks where and if the committees have actually succeeded. Odendaal weaves together practical experience, peacebuilding theory, recent cases, and practical guidelines for setting up and supporting the work of these local committees.

Odendaal finds that LPCs can be critical in establishing social cohesion, facilitating dialogue, and preventing violence. Through their unique ability to engage the particular local aspects of conflict not shared throughout a country in conflict, LPCs can foster the success of national agreements, especially when they are formally supported and embedded in a larger peace infrastructure.

In-depth case studies provide keen insights into the successes and potential challenges to implementing LPCs. Explaining the dynamics of LPCs and their relationship to national efforts, Odendaal makes a compelling case for increased use of LPCs across conflicts. Building on two decades of theory on the necessity of society-level approaches to peacebuilding, this volume is a must read for anyone working to promote peace in divided societies.

ANDRIES ODENDAAL is a senior associate at the Centre for Mediation in Africa at the University of Pretoria and an independent conflict transformation specialist. Among his previous positions, he was a Jennings Randolph Senior Fellow at the U.S. Institute of Peace from 2009–10 and a senior trainer and program coordinator at the Centre for Conflict Resolution, University of Cape Town. He was a regional coordinator of the Western Cape Peace Committee in South Africa (1993–94) and has also served on the expert roster of the Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery of the UN Development Programme.
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**HOW WE MISSED THE STORY**

Osama bin Laden, the Taliban, and the Hijacking of Afghanistan

Second Edition

Roy Gutman

“In the second edition of How We Missed the Story, Roy Gutman updates the already compelling case he made for the necessity for U.S. leaders to understand the culture and history of Afghanistan before the invasion of 2001. Those in the highest reaches of America’s foreign policy establishment will find it an essential guide to avoiding the blunders of the past. Academics will embrace it as essential reading for our next generation of leaders. And the public will at last have an explanation of why we were not able to win our nation’s longest war.”

—Bill Belding, professorial lecturer, School of International Service, American University

In *How We Missed the Story, Second Edition*, Pulitzer prize–winning journalist Roy Gutman extends his investigation into why two successive U.S. administrations failed to head off the assaults of 9/11 and to look at the U.S. military intervention that followed. With American forces due to withdraw in 2014 from a country far from stable, he suggests that the longest ever U.S. military intervention was doomed by the same flawed outlook that prevailed in the 1990s. During that twenty-five-year span, U.S. policymakers showed little interest in the country’s history and culture and assumed Afghanistan could serve principally as a platform for attacking U.S. foes. Gutman contends that the key to preventing a reversion to radical jihadism lies in acknowledging the enormous sacrifices Afghans made in the 1980s war and committing to the country’s long-term stability. Anyone who thinks Afghanistan doesn’t matter, or that Washington can walk away once again, is “missing the story.”

Expanded by nearly a third, this new edition focuses on American missteps from 1989 through 2012. Gutman draws upon his own research and interviews, beginning with the Soviet withdrawal that gave way to the American withdrawal of the 1990s and the ensuing security vacuum Islamic militants used to American detriment. While many political figures and outside observers blame the U.S. lack of preparedness for the 9/11 attacks on intelligence and law enforcement agencies, Gutman argues that the strategic failure prior to 9/11 lay in U.S. foreign policy. Addressing 9/11 solely with a counterterrorism approach, Washington “missed the story” and failed to put things right. By going to war in Iraq, it effectively abandoned Afghanistan again. This study also illuminates American engagement in the broader world after the Cold War and asks: Whatever happened to foreign policy?

Anyone who wants to avoid repeating the mistakes of the past, whether a general reader, scholar, or government official, needs to know *How We Missed the Story*.

ROY GUTMAN is a Pulitzer prize–winning journalist and the Middle East correspondent for McClatchy Newspapers. He was a Jennings Randolph Senior Fellow at USIP (2003–09).
GETTING IT RIGHT IN AFGHANISTAN

Scott Smith, Moeed Yusuf, and Colin Cookman, editors

As the United States and NATO prepare to withdraw their troops from Afghanistan in 2014, the question remains as to what sort of political settlement the Afghanistan government and the Taliban can reach in order to achieve sustainable peace. If all parties are willing to strike a deal, how might the negotiations be structured, and what might the shape of that deal be? Getting It Right in Afghanistan addresses the real drivers of the insurgency and how Afghanistan’s neighbors can contribute to peace in the region.

A recurring theme throughout the volume is the complex, multiactor conflict environment in Afghanistan and the resulting need for more inclusive political arrangements. The first set of chapters focus on internal political dynamics and Afghan political actors’ views on a peace process. The second section covers Afghanistan’s neighbors and their role in shaping the country’s internal politics. Efforts to date to implement a peace and reconciliation process for Afghanistan are covered in the final section. Taken together, the book conveys the complexity and challenge of building an enduring and stable political consensus in Afghanistan’s fragmented environment.

Since beginning work in Afghanistan in 2002, the U.S. Institute of Peace (USIP) has been informing policy through accurate, clear analyses of the conflict that could shape a negotiated settlement. Comprising a collection of its analysis from 2002 to the present, Getting It Right in Afghanistan offers valuable insights to the policymakers charged with developing a new course of action for contributing to peace in Afghanistan and regional stability.

SCOTT SMITH is the deputy director for USIP’s Afghanistan program. Formerly at the United Nations, he is the author of Afghanistan’s Troubled Transition: Politics, Peacekeeping and the 2004 Presidential Election. MOEED YUSUF is the South Asia adviser for USIP’s Center for Conflict Analysis and Prevention and manages the Institute’s Pakistan program. Yusuf is also cofounder of Strategic and Economic Policy Research, a consultancy firm in Pakistan. A former research analyst at the Center for American Progress, COLIN COOKMAN is a research contractor for USIP. He also served as a member of Democracy International’s election observation team during the 2010 parliamentary elections in Afghanistan.

CONTRIBUTORS: Noah Coburn • Colin Cookman • Sunil Dasgupta • Deedee Derksen • Caroline Hartzell • Minna Jarvenpaa • Hamish Nixon • Aziz Rafiee • Barnett R. Rubin • Nilofar Sakhi • Lisa Schirch • Abubakar Siddique • Scott Smith • Mohammad Masoom Stanekzai • Matt Waldman • Mirwais Wardak • Marvin G. Weinbaum • Moeed Yusuf • Huma Yusuf • Salman Zaidi
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DETECT, DISMANTLE, AND DISARM
IAEA Verification, 1992–2005
Christine Wing and Fiona Simpson

“The important work of the IAEA in verifying dismantlement and disarmament has attracted surprisingly little attention—until now. In this comprehensive study, Wing and Simpson fill that lacuna by collecting and analyzing a wealth of data about all the relevant cases. Developing machinery capable of effectively verifying the rollback of nuclear weapon programs, especially in a noncooperative setting, is a critical element of creating a rules-based nuclear order able to meet today’s nuclear threat. This useful and interesting volume advances that vital goal.”
—James Acton, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

CONTENTS: Introduction • Iraq: The First Challenge • The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea: Unfinished Business • South Africa: Verifying Voluntary Disarmament • Libya Dismantles • Conclusions

CHRISTINE WING is an independent consultant. She teaches about nuclear nonproliferation and is a nonresident senior fellow at the Center on International Cooperation at New York University, a grantee of USIP, 2007–08. FIONA SIMPSON was a senior fellow at the Center on International Cooperation during the writing of this book. Previously, she worked at the International Atomic Energy Agency. Simpson currently works in the Weapons of Mass Destruction Branch of the United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs.

PEACEBUILDING IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES
A Teaching Resource
David J. Smith, editor

“This volume conveys not only practical guidance and models for those interested in creating a place for peace studies in the community college curriculum. It also shows how courses and programs focused on peacebuilding connect students, institutions, and communities to what is happening in the rest of the world in meaningful ways. It shines a wider light on using peace studies as a way to effectively bring global studies to students through substantive issues.”
—Patti McGill Peterson, American Council on Education

CONTENTS: Community Colleges and Peacebuilding • Careers in Peacebuilding • Building Peace Studies in the 21st Century • International Education • Global Peace Studies • Liberal Arts • Two Community Colleges • Community Building through a Peace and Social Justice Institute • Short Term Study Abroad • Cooperative/Vocational Education in Mozambique • Rural vs. Metropolitan Community Colleges • Teaching Humanitarian Law and Human Rights • Listening • Training Humanitarians and Peacebuilders • International Negotiations Modules Project • The Engaged Educational Experience • The Road Ahead • Appendices • Resources for Teaching • U.S. Programs

CONTRIBUTORS: Vasiliki Anastasakos • Jennifer Batton • Scott Branks del Llano • John Brenner • Isabelle Daoust • Karen Davis • Jeff Dykhuizen • Cindy Epperson • Kent A. Farnsworth • Paul C. Forage • Jennifer Haydel • Abbie Jenks • Joyce Kaufman • John Paul Lederach • Susan Lohwater • George A. Lopez • Kara Paige • Gregory P. Rabb • Jane Rosecrans • Michelle Ronayne • David J. Smith • Barbara Thomgren • Tu Van Trieu • Sarah Zale

A former senior manager for educational outreach in USIP’s Global Peacebuilding Center, DAVID J. SMITH is a conflict resolution practitioner and educator. He currently serves as chair of the Human Rights Commission of Rockville, Maryland, and teaches at Georgetown University.
Peacemaker’s Toolkit Series

The United States Institute of Peace, in collaboration with other organizations and experts, has developed a series of “best practices” handbooks on mediation and peacemaking. Designed for experienced mediation practitioners and negotiators, these toolkits are also valuable resources for students and policymakers.

MANAGING FIGHTING FORCES

DDR in Peace Processes
Kelvin Ong

Providing guidance on the mediation and negotiation aspects of disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) programs, this toolkit lays out eight detailed steps that mediators can take to establish appropriate linkages between DDR and other aspects of a peace process.

72 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-133-4

CONDUCTING TRACK II PEACEMAKING

Heidi Burgess and Guy Burgess

Presents the process of track II intervention as a series of steps that guide peacemakers in coordinating various track II efforts to maximize their positive impacts.

84 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-069-6

TIMING MEDIATION INITIATIVES

I. William Zartman and Alvaro de Soto

Lays out steps mediators can take to assess whether a stalemate exists, interpret the parties’ perception of where they stand in the conflict, and encourage a ripe moment for mediation.

51 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-058-0

MANAGING PUBLIC INFORMATION IN A MEDIATION PROCESS

Ingrid A. Lehmann

This volume helps mediators identify and develop the resources and strategies they need to reach a wide variety of audiences, from governments and rebel forces to local and international media, NGOs and IGOs, and divided communities and diasporas.

60 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-041-2

MANAGING A MEDIATION PROCESS

David R. Smock and Amy L. Smith

This handbook provides a methodology for mediating interstate and intrastate conflicts. By consolidating the practical wisdom of managing a mediation process into an easily digestible format, this volume is designed to help mediators identify areas where they may need more research or preparation, as well as develop options and strategies relevant to the particular case on which they are working.

68 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-037-5

WORKING WITH GROUPS OF FRIENDS

Teresa Whitfield

Explores how peacemakers can productively work with informal mini coalitions of states or inter-governmental organizations that provide support for resolving conflicts and implementing peace agreements—an innovation often referred to as groups of “Friends.”

78 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-059-7

DEBRIEFING MEDIATORS TO LEARN FROM THEIR EXPERIENCES

Simon J. A. Mason and Matthias Siegfried

Examines interviews conducted with mediators and shows how lessons from individual mediators can be identified and made available both to their organizations and to a wider practitioner audience.

54 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-052-8

TALKING TO GROUPS THAT USE TERROR

Nigel Quinney and A. Heather Coyne

This handbook poses and attempts to answer a series of basic, but complex, questions: Is there any advantage to the peace process in inviting or permitting the participation of proscribed armed groups (PAGs)? What kinds of PAGs are worth talking to and which are not? What form should the talks take and whom should they involve?

101 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$10.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-072-6
Academy Guide Series

Developed by the Institute’s Academy for International Conflict Management and Peacebuilding, the Academy Guide Series combines theory and practice and emphasizes strategic thinking. The Guides are geared for policymakers and third parties working in conflict zones, as well as for students of conflict management and peacebuilding. To learn about Academy course offerings, please visit www.usip.org/training-education.

CONFLICT ANALYSIS

Understanding Causes, Unlocking Solutions
Matthew Levinger

“More than yet another conflict assessment framework, this comprehensive primer describes a wide array of analytical tools and processes that development, diplomacy, and humanitarian professionals can use to grasp complex conflict situations and avoid cognitive traps in order to engage effectively. Drawing from research in multiple disciplines, the author reviews global trends in conflict and major theories. Overall, a compelling case for understanding conflicts before responding.”


CONTENTS: Global Conflict in the 21st Century • Causes of Conflict and Peace • Risk Assessment and Early Warning • Conflict Assessment Frameworks • Narrative Analysis • Conflict Mapping and Systems Mapping • Scenario Analysis • Navigating Cognitive Minefields • Conflict Analysis in the Planning Process • Collaborative Analysis • Resources

MATTHEW LEVINGER is visiting professor of international affairs and director of the National Security Studies Program at the Elliott School of International Affairs, George Washington University.

PEACE ECONOMICS

A Macroeconomic Primer for Violence-Afflicted States
Jurgen Brauer and J. Paul Dunne

“This short primer offers rules of thumb and policy-relevant lessons for those involved in post-conflict reconstruction and statebuilding. Each chapter ends with a list of lessons. The book recognizes that care must be taken when thinking about transferring lessons between contexts. It is also refreshingly honest in noting that economic theories should be taken with a pinch of salt in the wake of the financial crisis ongoing since 2007. As befits a primer, the book is accessible and well illustrated and uses a good blend of examples and theory.”

—International Affairs

CONTENTS: Violence and Economic Development • Long-Term Economic Goals • Macroeconomic Stabilization and Dealing with Turbulence • The Global Economy: International Trade and Finance • Designing and Promoting Peace • Appendices • Index

JURGEN BRAUER is a professor of economics at the James M. Hull College of Business, Augusta State University, Augusta, Georgia, and a visiting professor of economics in the Department of Economics, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand. J. PAUL DUNNE is a professor of economics at the School of Economics, University of Cape Town, South Africa.
CHESTER A. CROCKER is the James R. Schlesinger professor of strategic studies at Georgetown University and a member of the board of the United States Institute of Peace. FEN OSLER HAMPSON is the Chancellor’s Professor and director of the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs at Carleton University. PAMELA AALL is the provost of the Academy for International Conflict Management and Peacebuilding at USIP.

REWRING REGIONAL SECURITY IN A FRAGMENTED WORLD
Chester A. Crocker, Fen Osler Hampson, and Pamela Aall, editors

“It captures the variety of security challenges and the diversity of conflict management practice across the regions. Featuring regional voices, this timely and innovative volume will help students and practitioners grasp the global conversations taking place on conflict and security issues. The editors are surely correct to conclude that we live in an age where security is divisible but collective action is more necessary than ever.”

—Martti Ahtisaari, former president of Finland, Nobel Peace Prize laureate

CASE STUDIES: Africa • Middle East • Israel • European Union • Russia • India • Southeast Asia • East Asia • Americas • Mexico • Caribbean

2011 • 608 pp. • 6 x 9
$35.00 (paper) • 978-1-60127-070-2

HERDING CATS
Multiparty Mediation in a Complex World
Chester A. Crocker, Fen Osler Hampson, and Pamela Aall, editors

“The editors make an outstanding effort to bridge the gap between practice and theory, pushing analysts in new ways to think critically about effective diplomacy. For practitioners the book provides insights on successful negotiations that exist nowhere else.”

—Perspectives on Political Science

1999 • 768 pp. • 6 x 9
$42.50 (paper) • 978-1-87837-992-4

GRASPING THE NETTLE
Analyzing Cases of Intractable Conflict
Chester A. Crocker, Fen Osler Hampson, and Pamela Aall, editors

“This edited volume, with its combination of conceptual chapters sketching out the general conditions of intractability and summarizing previous research and case studies with in-depth analyses of particular conflicts and mediation efforts, provides a nice introduction to the field of conflict resolution.”

—Journal of Peace Research

2005 • 432 pp. • 6 x 9
$29.95 (paper) • 978-1-92922-360-2

TAMING INTRACTABLE CONFLICTS
Mediation in the Hardest Cases
Chester A. Crocker, Fen Osler Hampson, and Pamela Aall

“A useful text for both practitioners and students. It offers clear insights to guide practitioners not only on when to intervene diplomatically in the most difficult conflicts but also on how to do so most effectively.”

—Political Science Quarterly

2004 • 256 pp. • 6 x 9
$17.50 (paper) • 978-1-92922-355-8

LEASHING THE DOGS OF WAR
Conflict Management in a Divided World
Chester A. Crocker, Fen Osler Hampson, and Pamela Aall, editors

“Continues the high standard established by its two predecessor volumes. It provides a comprehensive, balanced overview of the mainstream consensus and debates on the causes of conflict and the efficacy of contemporary practices of conflict management.”

—Peace & Change

“An outstanding introduction to the various challenges to global security and diplomacy in the post–September 11 world order, its breadth also makes it a handy practitioners guide. . . . It provides precious and much-craved-for insight into how international actors, such as international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, peacemakers, and reconstructing states play a crucial part in the creation and change of international security and humanitarian law.”

—Singapore Year Book of International Law

“Outstanding academic title.”

—CHOICE

2007 • 800 pp. • 7 x 10
$55.00 (paper) • 978-1-92922-396-1
Cross-Cultural Negotiation Series

The basic assumptions that underlie the conceptual and country-specific studies in this series are that negotiating is the usual, if not always the preferred, technique of international problem solving, and that greater understanding of the dynamics of negotiating, greater appreciation of the cultural and institutional influences of a counterpart’s behavior, and greater self-awareness will help make specific negotiating encounters more productive.

NEGOTIATING ACROSS CULTURES
International Communication in an Interdependent World Revised Edition
Raymond Cohen
“Cohen demonstrates the dissonance that cultural differences can create in each stage of international negotiations. . . . He provides examples of miscommunication and misunderstanding between the United States (a low-context culture) and Mexico, Egypt, India, and Japan, all of which he labels high-context cultures.”
—Peace & Change
1997 • 320 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 (paper) • 978-1-87837-972-6

CHINESE NEGOTIATING BEHAVIOR
Pursuing Interests through ‘Old Friends’
Richard H. Solomon
With an essay by Chas. W. Freeman, Jr.
“This book should be read by anyone involved in Sino-American negotiations to understand and avoid the types of problems laid out in Solomon’s work.”
—International Studies Association
1999 • 224 pp. • 6 x 9
$17.50 (paper) • 978-1-87837-986-3

HOW ISRAELIS AND PALESTINIANS NEGOTIATE
A Cross-Cultural Analysis of the Oslo Peace Process
Tamara Cofman Wittes, editor
“By honing in on the ideas and assumptions that the parties bring to the table, the authors have transcended the blame game. . . . All the contributors illuminate how a nation’s history, imagined history, self-image, and image of the other create a distinctive approach to negotiations.”
—Foreign Affairs
2005 • 172 pp. • 6 x 9
$16.95 (paper) • 978-1-92922-364-0

CULTURE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Kevin Avruch
“Avruch lays out a most convincing argument for the inclusion of culture as a primary element of the study of deep-rooted communal conflicts.”
—Ethnic Conflict Research Digest
1998 • 172 pp. • 6 x 9
$16.95 (paper) • 978-1-87837-982-5

HOW PAKISTAN NEGOTIATES WITH THE UNITED STATES
Riding the Rollercoaster
Howard B. Schaffer and Teresita C. Schaffer
“A nuanced discussion of how Pakistani politics, civil society, and bureaucracy have interacted with one another over the years helps shed light on Pakistan’s distinctive negotiating style and its implications for U.S.-Pakistan relations. . . . Required reading for policymakers and diplomats.”
—CHOICE
2011 • 210 pp. • 6 x 9
$16.95 (paper) • 978-1-60127-075-7
$45.00 (cloth) • 978-1-60127-085-6

NEGOTIATING WITH IRAN
Wrestling the Ghosts of History
John W. Limbert
Foreword by Mark Bowden
“Limbert appraises the negotiating style of Iran and of those it confronts . . . Limbert was one of those held hostage in Tehran from 1979 to 1981. Yet as this splendid study of U.S.-Iranian relations demonstrates, he emerged from that bitter experience with an ability to bring to his appraisal a rare combination of insight, dispassion, and empathy.”
—Foreign Affairs
2009 • 200 pp. • 6 x 9
$16.95 (paper) • 978-1-60127-044-3
$40.00 (cloth) • 978-1-60127-048-1

For more case-specific studies, please visit the bookstore.

AMERICAN NEGOTIATING BEHAVIOR
Wheeler-Dealers, Legal Eagles, Bullies, and Preachers
Richard H. Solomon and Nigel Quinney
Forewords by Madeleine Albright and Condoleezza Rice

“American Negotiating Behavior may well become the definitive primer on the art of effective cross-cultural negotiating. It should be an important part of the education of U.S. diplomats, as well as anyone engaged in international transactions.”
—Henry A. Kissinger,
U.S. Secretary of State 1973–77

CONTENTS: Introduction • A Portrait of the American Negotiator • Historical Perspective • Foreign Perspectives • Conclusions

CONTRIBUTORS: Gilles Andreani • Chan Heng Chee • David Hannay • Faruk Logoglu • Lalit Mansingh • Yuri Nazarkin • Robert Schulzinger • Koji Watanabe • John Wood

2010 • 388 pp. • 6 x 9
$22.50 (paper) • 978-1-60127-047-4
$55.00 (cloth) • 978-1-60127-048-1
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IDENTITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

THE BRILLIANT ART OF PEACE
Lectures from the Kofi Annan Series
Abiodun Williams, editor
Foreword by Kofi Annan
Lectures delivered at the United Nations on cutting-edge topics in the humanities, natural sciences, social sciences, and the arts. The reader will find humor, moral rigor, and wit in this thought-provoking and timeless collection.


2013 • 144 pp. * 6 x 9
$29.95 (paper) * 978-1-60127-142-6

CRESCENT AND DOVE
Peace and Conflict Resolution in Islam
Qamar-ul Huda, editor

“As not only does this volume demonstrate the applicability of Islamic concepts to peacebuilding efforts, provide informative descriptive case studies, and suggest methods for strengthening the culture of peace in Muslim culture, it further serves as a reminder to Western conflict resolution practitioners of the integral importance of spirituality and religion in specific contexts.” —International Journal on World Peace

2010 • 322 pp. * 6 x 9
$24.95 * 978-1-60127-034-4

IDENTITY, DIVERSITY, AND CONSTITUTIONALISM IN AFRICA
Francis M. Deng

“As an eloquent reminder that African countries are facing a constitutional deficit rather than simply a democratic one. While the West applauds or bemoans the outcome of specific elections, Africa faces the immense challenge of developing a new constitutionalism to accommodate diversity and manage it in the context of the cultural values of its own people.” —Marina Ottaway, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

2008 • 308 pp. * 6 x 9
$19.95 (paper) * 978-1-60127-034-4

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE AND PEACEBUILDING
David R. Smock, editor

“While discussions of interreligious dialogue most often arise from religious professionals and involve complex reflections on religious ethics and epistemology, Interfaith Dialogue and Peacebuilding addresses the practical purpose and strategic function of interreligious engagement. . . these essays together form a persuasive case that religious perspectives can mitigate or even reconcile the conflict they are often assumed to produce.” —Journal of Church and State

2002 • 144 pp. * 6 x 9
$14.95 (paper) * 978-1-92922-335-0

HUMAN RIGHTS AND CONFLICT
Exploring the Links between Rights, Law, and Peacebuilding
Julie Mertus and Jeffrey W. Helsing, editors

“Through a series of well-crafted articles, this collection provides academics and practitioners with a sense of the nature of the cross-cutting currents within the peace community and the implications of those differences of priorities for war-torn communities and the international system.” —Peace & Change

2006 • 584 pp. * 6 x 9
$35.00 (paper) * 978-1-92922-376-3
$60.00 (cloth) * 978-1-92922-377-0

IDENTITY, DIVERSITY, AND CONSTITUTIONALISM IN AFRICA
Francis M. Deng

“As an eloquent reminder that African countries are facing a constitutional deficit rather than simply a democratic one. While the West applauds or bemoans the outcome of specific elections, Africa faces the immense challenge of developing a new constitutionalism to accommodate diversity and manage it in the context of the cultural values of its own people.” —Marina Ottaway, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

2008 • 308 pp. * 6 x 9
$19.95 (paper) * 978-1-60127-034-4

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE AND PEACEBUILDING
David R. Smock, editor

“While discussions of interreligious dialogue most often arise from religious professionals and involve complex reflections on religious ethics and epistemology, Interfaith Dialogue and Peacebuilding addresses the practical purpose and strategic function of interreligious engagement. . . these essays together form a persuasive case that religious perspectives can mitigate or even reconcile the conflict they are often assumed to produce.” —Journal of Church and State

2002 • 144 pp. * 6 x 9
$14.95 (paper) * 978-1-92922-335-0

RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES ON WAR
Christian, Muslim, and Jewish Attitudes Toward Force, Revised Edition
David R. Smock

“Many views of high caliber are expressed in this interesting and original short work.” —Foreign Affairs

Jews, Muslims, and Christians address such issues as the just war doctrine, explaining their differences and often finding surprising common ground. A new preface describes the differences and similarities between the Gulf War and the war against al-Qaeda and the Taliban.

2002 • 96 pp. * 6 x 9
$12.50 (paper) * 978-1-92922-337-4

CRESCENT AND DOVE
Peace and Conflict Resolution in Islam
Qamar-ul Huda, editor

“As not only does this volume demonstrate the applicability of Islamic concepts to peacebuilding efforts, provide informative descriptive case studies, and suggest methods for strengthening the culture of peace in Muslim culture, it further serves as a reminder to Western conflict resolution practitioners of the integral importance of spirituality and religion in specific contexts.” —International Journal on World Peace

2010 • 322 pp. * 6 x 9
$24.95 * 978-1-60127-034-4

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE AND PEACEBUILDING
David R. Smock, editor

“While discussions of interreligious dialogue most often arise from religious professionals and involve complex reflections on religious ethics and epistemology, Interfaith Dialogue and Peacebuilding addresses the practical purpose and strategic function of interreligious engagement. . . these essays together form a persuasive case that religious perspectives can mitigate or even reconcile the conflict they are often assumed to produce.” —Journal of Church and State
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